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About This Game

ReThink | Evolved 3 is a Puzzle Game in a futuristic setting, that features a variety of Puzzles that utilize Lasers and the
behavior of light and it's colors.

Use new gameplay mechanics to puzzle your way through the game's beautiful world.

Features:

40 completely new Puzzles

Enhanced Gameplay

Improved Performance

Improved Visuals

And more

Improvements and Additions over ReThink | Evolved 2:

Gameplay:
A completely new Feature, that has not been in any previous ReThink has been added to the game, which expands the
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games core gameplay.
Already existing Features have been improved, enhanced and reworked to improve the overall experience.
Some Cubes have been redesigned to add more variety to the Gameplay.

Improved Performance:
Performance has been improved by 45% on average, in comparison to ReThink | Evolved 2.

Improved Visuals:
The Visuals of the Game have been improved in many areas, new Assets have been added, and the overall appearance
has been adjusted based on Feedback. (less bright game)
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Title: ReThink | Evolved 3
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Yaeko
Publisher:
Yaeko
Franchise:
ReThink
Release Date: 13 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: AMD Phenom / Intel Pentium

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD R9 270X / nvidia GTX 950

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requirements for 1080p, may also run on slower hardware.

English
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rethink evolved 3. rethink evolved 3 gameplay

Wow! I like this game. I'm often playing adventure games, and like one that is interactive, with lots of puzzles, and problems to
solve. It's surprising, what you can find in this game, and there are lots of easter eggs, intergrated into the gameplay.
It's not just a one play thorugh and you're done. there are some alternative endings. it all dpends on how you play it.
So I've got a few idea, about how I will play my next game, and i'm curious to see what happens to the game play.
For a seasoned adventurer, it isn't going be too dificult, I think, but enough to keep your mind active.
If you are fairly new to this kind of gameplay, it may be a little hard to understand, at first. But don't give up, and you will be
rewarded.
At first, there were quite a few bugs, and issues with the stability, but the support for the game has been excellent. Patches and
improvements to the gameplay have been added, thick and fast. So it's even better than before. Itcan't wait for a sequell to this.
if it's based on the experience, and player feedback of this game, it will have to be even better.
If you haven't played it. You've got to try it out! There's a free demo. I recomend this game.. Unfortunately the stated premise
takes a hike out the window pretty quickly. The Yeti barely shows up in this game at all, and while you briefly act as his parole
officer towards the beginning, you're really working as a peacekeeping officer with the entire Earth as your jurisdiction and
various cryptids as your charges. There's a series of incidents ... mothman, chupacabra, a jackalope. Does it all lead towards
something? Can your bird-alien superiors keep you on track towards cracking the case, or will your new partner be a hindrance
instead of a helper?

I beat this three times in an hour, so it isn't exactly a long-haul game. It's well-written enough but it IS a railroad of a story. You
can affect small details here and there, but you aren't changing the plot in any major way except at specific nodes.

Still, I had a good time with it.. Fantastic story that stays true to the book with a couple of added minigames. Below average
artwork.

Its a sliding tile puzzle. The originals were numbered and fairly easy to do as you can imagine the solution and work towards it.
In this game the puzzle is a badly drawn and poorly coloured picture with one blank piece. Which might work if you could get
yourself to care about solving it, but frankly I couldn't.

Maybe with better Artwork you could get over the motivation issue, as is it seems most people buy the game and give up before
solving a single puzzle. If that's what the developers were aiming for well done...

Can't see me completing a single puzzle was hoping for an achievement clicker and its not that.

. Buy this game. Buy it on sale for $0.60 or buy it at full price for $6.00, it doesn't matter. Buy it, and play one race. Get
addicted, or play local multiplayer, but if you're raging at an FPS just open this game and have some fun.. The game is OK at
best, could be a lot better though.

Pros:

-Simple graphics, tutorial, and interface help beginner tower defense players learn quickly.
-Fun, simple gameplay, with some strategic depth.
-Great difficulty curve that forces change of strategy on later levels.
-Many units are generally well-balanced and useful in their own way.
-Decent value game if you spend $6 or less.
-Family-friendly.

Cons:

-Low replay value; game is beatable in a few hours, nothing else really to do other than survival mode and minimal
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achievements.
-Suicide bomber enemies are OP. I would understand if all units die from bombers in one hit except for tanks, but even low-
level tank units get killed by them in one hit. Only max-upgraded tanks can survive one blast, but with almost no HP left. Enemy
suicide bomber damage should be reduced a bit so that level 1, 2, and 3 tank units can take more than one bomber hit, but no
more than two, before death.
-Basic archer units should do a bit more damage.
-No way to see specific enemy stats, or how your unit buffs are affecting unit stats.
-When building units, no name indicators are given when choosing what unit to place. There needs to be names shown when
mousing over the units, so that you can distinguish between each unit without incorrectly selecting the wrong unit to build.
-General bugs ruin gameplay: enemy units go right through defences when they shouldn't in certain levels, sometimes certain
areas that you should be able to place units on become unbuildable during gameplay, bad melee AI makes them move to areas
that you don't want them to move and attack units that you don't want them to.
-Limited music variety becomes tiresome to listen to.
-Unit placement voices are annoying.
-Barebones storyline and graphics.

Overall, 6\/10. There are many better tower defense games out there (Dungeon Defence, Plants vs. Zombies, etc), but I would
recommend this for family gamers, if you're looking for a budget TD game, if you're a huge TD game enthusist or if you're a
TD beginner. Otherwise, look elsewhere.
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I enjoyed ths game a lot, just as good and scary than some more expensive titles I could mention ;). This is not a bad Match 3
game with the usual power-ups when you match 4 or 5 in a row. However it does get repetitive after a while with the same
challenges over and over again. The game feels a bit unpolished. The piano music is nice but low quality. Finishing a challenge
ahead of time or with moves remaining suggests you are increasing your high score but there is no way to see your high score
and there aren't any leader boards. I like that you can choose different skins when you buy the skins pack DLC. I still
recommend the game if you like Match 3 games and want to kill some time.. Overall the game is Bland, Shallow and in
extremely early development (From the looks of things). It can kill a couple of hours but In its current state acknowledge you
are investing in what it May become rather than what it is.
Below are my gripes and recommendations for the game developers.

Mittleberg in one word currently feels bland. It uses words like roguelike to define its nature however at present that feels to be
a misrepresentation. Yes the game has random elements however it is less working to overcome obstacles and more trying to
endure things that happen to you.

In its current state it feels as if there is no agency. Every run I do the exact same things.
Max upgrade the \u201cAdventum\u201d (Resource Generation)
Push my other Two districts to level 3
Max out Both Districts
Send wizards to gather relics and potions
Spend any Extra \u201cEther\u201d on potions and scrolls.
\t
If I win or lose seems to be governed almost entirely by how accurate I Guess where the Storm will strike. Unless I prep
specifically for 7\/10 of the events to land specifically on my Barrier I lose. There is no Agency.
\t
\tIt never feels like I am taking a risk for a specific reason. Sending my wizards on a quest is Irrelevant at its best and actively
harmful at its worst. The only persistent enhancements between runs are achievements that are entirely passive. The quest
popups fail to have any meaning due to a lack of context as well as no definite changes. To often am I given a popup that shows
I gained or lost no Ether. Why would I not Feed every wandering beggar if it doesn't cost me any real food.

Suggestions

Add some sort of system distinguishing wizards from one another.
Add a some sort of Lords or Class or something that defines how I play Etc.

Sir Bailey of the Scouting Family has a keen sense of where the storm will Strike but Often forgets to stop by the market when
he makes his reports.
Madam Elequina of the Richter Family has a proud history of Winning in Martial and Magical Combats. The damages from
these \u201cVictories\u201d have resulted in the invention of the Richter Scale

Wizards could be separated into Schools and Families and perhaps have Stats. Ideally they would be unique enough that a
streamer would name them.

Ultimately Things like the Races, Culture, History, Location and lineage could be things that change how it plays even before
the player begins making story choices.

Making the storm the result of something or effected by player-esq decisions

Changing City art would Add a lot to add a dynamic Feel

Honestly Don't know what it would take to make the Quests (or Events) interesting
But They aren't really engaging, interesting or impactful.

Would recommend looking at Paradox for some inspiration.
Keep up the Good Work ! :D and Best of Luck
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. Great, awesome platformer! Last time I had so much fun was with Rayman Legends! Buy ESCAPE GOAT 2! Great graphics,
nice pacing, clever mechanics, just... AWESOME GAME!. Basically Starscape is somewhat fun, and I played through it a long
time before I got it on steam, then I played half through and the past days I finished it. The game has nice mechanics, but it is
repetitive. The story could be interesting, but somehow isn't really in the end.

There are only 2 things which really bother me about it.
1: The resolution is limited to 800x600, which brings a lot of problems on newer hardware, and that resolution even bothered
me way back then.

2: There are achievements for finishing the game on Easy, Normal and Hard. As opposed to common sense, finishing hard does
not give the other 2 achievements as well, so you'd need 3 playthroughs to get all achievements, which is ridiculous.
If someone has endgame saves for easy and normal, please take a look at the discussion section of this game, it'd be cool to have
those 3 saves here so the achievements could be achieved properly.

So yeah, with those flaws and after all this time it's just not worth 10\u20ac anymore. If it's ever on sale again you might
consider grabbing it if the points above don't put you off.. This is a pretty fun game. The design style is fairly simple, but very
nice. And the color choices are easy on the eyes.
It's easy controls help to keep it less frustrating, yet the game-play is challenging enough to keep your attention.
Plus, phoenixes. Can't go wrong with these legendary birds. <3. I buy this game every other year to get enough new features. But
Once more too many crashes. 1st race : crash twice, I simulated the first one thinking maybe a problem with this specific one.
I played the 2nd race ok.
3rd race : crash,

I will not play for a month or 2, to see if we are getting updates.

[Update 1-5] Zoom-Function, Fixes:
Hello,

i just wanted to give a short TL:DR about the content of the last 5 Patches:

- A variety of Bugfixes for smaller issues
- Added a Zoom-Function on player-request.*
- Added a "Delete" Button to player-made savegames
- The game now saves automatically when you close it

*If you already played the game you need to manually set the key to use it (Default: Left Alt), for everyone else it will be set to
default on first launch of the game.

Thats all for now, Thanks.. Launch, Sale, Day-One-Patch, Bundles:
Hello,

the game is live now, and there will be a Day-One-Patch later today that will fix some minor things and add some more
Decorative things in some areas of the game. (Due to very unexpected issues i did not manage these things in time, but i also did
not want to move the release because of such small things, since People have been waiting.)

That aside, the game has undergone dozens of Hours of testing by multiple people, it should be fine.

In case you still find bugs, please report them so that i can fix them as fast as possible.

Sale:
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